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Teacher Education Design 
Principle + code: 

11. Teacher education should enable teachers to use 
questioning effectively and encourage children’s questions in order 
to foster creativity and inquiry. 
TE: Question 

Specific Teacher Outcome(s): 11.1 Teacher should be able to use different forms of questioning 
at appropriate points to scaffold creative learning outcomes in 
science and mathematics, and in particular to encourage children’s 
reflections and explanations, foster their independence and extend 
their inquiry. 

Factors linked with: P:Ques;  
P: Scaff;  
P: Agency;  
P: R and R 

Type of material (image – 
interview (int) – classroom 
extract (class): 

Classroom extract (class) 

Originating from:   

 Country report : D4.3 UK (England) 

 Case: Case 10 

 Episode: Beebot 

 Teacher: Jennie 

 Age Group: 3-4 

Selected episode present in 
D4.4 Appendix 

No 
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This session involved children working with programmable floor robots called Bee-Bots. They are 
used widely in nursery and primary schools for introducing control, directional language and 
programming to young children. They are attractive and simple to use with buttons to press to make 
the Bee-Bot go forwards and backwards and to turn left and right through 90 degrees. The Bee-Bot 
has a memory that can store up to 40 steps. 

Each child had a Bee-Bot. Dawn, the teacher, had prepared cardboard pathways for each Bee-Bot 
marked out with four steps, each to a different planet – for example Moon, Mars Venus, or Neptune. 
The session was planned to allow time for children to familiarise themselves with the functions of the 
different Bee-Bot buttons and then apply their knowledge to making their Bee-Bots go to their planet 
and back. Children were free to participate as they wished, provided space was available. Key 
questions were identified in the teacher’s plan to encourage children to  

 plan what they would do next for example:  ‘What do we need to do first? Which way do you 
want to go?’ 

 reflect on experiences for example ‘What happened when you pressed that button? How did 
you make it go?’ 

 think about how to make the robot perform particular actions for example ‘Could you tell it 
to move over there? How could you make it do that?’ 

  

Planning of resources and teacher questions to foster inquiry 
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The first group of children Diana, Zena, Lamont and Nash had managed to get their Bee-Bots to their 
planets and were now trying to get them to turn round and come back home, but were having 
difficulties.  

Lamont:  My Bee-Bot’s gone the wrong way Dawn [He had continued to press forward when he 
needed to press backwards or to turn the robot round to get it back home. Zena next to him 
was having the same problem.] 

Dawn:  Watch – just leave him there for a minute. [She indicated to watch Zena’s Bee-Bot]. He 
wants to go back to Zena – what have we got to do? 

 

Lamont and Diana trying to find way to get their Beebots home. 

Nash stretched out his hand to show his idea. 

Dawn: Just look and say [encouraging him to articulate his idea] 
Nash: Push here [to turn the robot round a quarter turn] 
Dawn: Ok Nash – do you want to have a look what happens? 

Nash pressed turn and go. 

Nash: It went that way [pointing to indicate looking sideways] 
Dawn: Is that what we want? 
Nash: You got to push that one again. 
Dawn: Ok [she pressed the turn button] – and then what do I do? 
Nash: Go zzzz [copying the sound of the Bee-Bot] 
Dawn: Is he facing the right way now to get back to Zena?  
Children: Yes. 

Teacher questioning to scaffold knowledge of the functions of buttons on the 
Beebot and promote confidence and independence 
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Having turned her robot round, Zena then set about trying to get her Bee-Bot to travel home. 

Zena:  [out loud] You need to press clear and then that one. [She presses backwards]. He has not 
moved? What do I do? 

Dawn:  Diana can you help us? 

Diana pressed go and the robot goes backwards away from Zena. This provoked much laughter. 

Lamont: I know I know – back. 
Dawn: Nash – what’s your idea – can you do it? 
Nash: [Pointing to the forwards button] Forwards. 
Dawn: How many times? 
Nash: 1234 and press the green button. 

[Robot goes back almost to home.] 

Dawn:  What have we got to do now Daphne? 

Dawn pressed clear and with one more move forwards the robot arrived at home base. The children 
clapped their hands. 
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With the second group of Hakim, Jemma, Josef and Devon, Dawn again started the session by saying 
that their Bee-Bots are ‘going to the planets’. She asked the children if they could remember what 
the buttons do, reminding them in particular about CLEAR and GO. The children then started to make 
their robots move forwards a step at a time.  

Dawn: What do we need to make him go again Josef? 

[Josef pressed clear, then forward, then green.] 

Dawn: Ok keep going- they need to go to the planet. 

 

Josef starting his Bee Bot 

The children all got their robots to the planets quite quickly. Dawn now encouraged the children to 
offer ideas about how many steps it took to get their robots to the planets and then about how they 
might get their robots to travel all the way to the planets in one go. 

Hakim: We’ve got to the planets. [He cheers] 
Dawn: Because how many times did you push? 
Josef: Six times. 
Dawn: Jemma – how about yours – are you going to land on the planet? 
Jemma: I’m on the planet next to you. 
Dawn: Devon has yours come – how many times did you need to push it. 
Hakim: Lots of times. 
Dawn: How can we make it go all in one go – how many times would we need to push? 
Josef: 123456. 
Dawn: Lets try out and see. 

[Josef presses 123456. The robot sets off towards Mars – but also goes beyond.] 

Dawn: Wow you did it - but now he’s going to another planet – he’s not stopping! 
Josef: Gone in there [in the kitchen]! 

Teacher questioning to encourage sharing of strategies and explanations 
and extend learning 
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Dawn: I think he’s going for lunch – is he still going or is he stopped? 
Josef: Stopped. 

[All the children are laughing.] 

Dawn: Thank goodness for that. How are we going to get him back? 

 

The Bee Bot has gone under the gate into the kitchen! 

This prompted others to try out how many moves to get their robot past their planet into the 
kitchen. This was followed by similar explorations to those undertaken by the earlier group, 
concerning how to get their robots to come back to planet Earth using quarter turns to change 
direction. 
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